Five-speed engine goes on all terrain

Exmark Manufacturing's 32-inch commercial power mower is equipped with a five-speed transmission for a smooth cut on all terrain. It has hinged grass deflectors which flip up for easy removal or attachment to the grass catcher.

The operator can adjust mowing heights quickly with easy adjust casters. The mower is available with either an 8 or 12 hp Briggs & Stratton or 12.5 hp Kawasaki engine.
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New product for hazardous spills

A new line of absorbent socks has been introduced by Dudick Corrosion, which calls them "the best absorbency in the industry."

Wolf and Super Wolf Absorbent Socks can absorb acids, caustics and flammable solvents. They come in a polyethylene pail, in which they can be disposed.
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Rotary mower features compact construction

A new rotary mower line from Ingram Kut-Mor Co. features shorter mowers that include actuator power steering systems for improved handling. The company has also introduced the 623DW, powered by a 24 hp water-cooled Perkins Diesel engine. All Kut-Mor mowers include power steering, hydrostatic drive and fluid deck drive as standard equipment.
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Multi-tank spray truck applies versatility

The "Trident" lawn sprayer from Green Pro Services, Grass Roots Nature's Way, Inc., features a low-profile, "non-threatening" appearance, according to the company.

The multiple tank system includes three 200 gallon tanks and one 50 gallon tank for special applications and curbside mixing. The Trident, can be used for lawns, trees or shrubs, and comes with an electronic flow meter, locking cabinets and truck signs. Everything is mounted on a 12-foot flatbed available on an Isuzu NPR Diesel chassis.
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Motor oil upgraded to meet new engine requirements

Delvac 1 synthetic motor oil from Mobil Oil Corp. has been upgraded with a high-performance formula to meet and exceed new engine and transmission requirements developed in the past 10 years.

The oil is designed for trucks, buses, construction and off-highway equipment, farm equipment and logging equipment.

Delvac 1 is an SAE 5W-40 synthesized hydrocarbon-based product with a pour point of 60 degrees Fahrenheit and will pump down to -50 degrees.
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Root ball grabber a one-person show

The Kinggrabber is a one-person tree handling system that attaches to Coyote C14 loaders.

The root ball grabber easily plants or lifts trees out of the ground without damage to the tree, the root system or the trunk. Powered by the C14 hydraulic system, the attachment can be operated easily from the cab of this loader.

The Coyote C14 loader has a lift capacity of more than 4000 lbs. with the Kinggrabber attachment. Other attachments available for the Coyote
C14 are bucket, forks, scarifier and tree spade.

Coyote C14: Circle No. 195
Kinggrabber: Circle No. 196

Monofilament line replaces blade on mower/trimmer
The UnBlade from the UnBlade Company is a combination mower/trimmer/mulcher/bagger.
Instead of steel blades, it employs 12 monofilament lines made of Xenoy, guaranteed to last an entire mowing season. Line replacement can be completed without removing the UnBlade from the mower.
Because it doesn't use blades it can go on rough rocky terrain, cut tall or wet grass easily and doesn't cut garden hoses or tree roots. When coupled with the Trim-A-Lawn mower, a door on the side of the mower can lift up to expose 2 1/2 inches of line for trimming around trees, houses and shrubs.
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Brochure details loader/backhoe
A full-color brochure describing the JI Case Model 580K loader/backhoe is now available. The eight-page brochure highlights features of the loader/backhoe, including the two-wheel- or four-wheel-drive options, the Case 63 net horsepower diesel engine, the 5500-lb. lifting capacity and the 18-ft. 2-in. digging capacity.
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Non-toxic herbicide is also biodegradable
A new non-toxic herbicide for weed control is available from Safer, Inc. TopGun is a broad-spectrum contact vegetation killer that destroys unwanted weeds on contact without leaving harmful residues in the soil.
The active ingredient in TopGun is a blend of fatty acids that disrupt cell membranes, causing the vegetation to shrivel and die. Seed beds or grass can be replanted within 48 hours after application of TopGun.

Safer's line of natural products includes insecticidal soap, moss and algae killers, sulfur-based fungicide, insect traps, herbicides and plant protectants.
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Hydraulic reel mower suits many needs
A line of innovative hydraulic reel mowers that turn any tractor into a turf mowing unit without dedicating it to one task has been unveiled by John Deere.

We are expanding.
If you are looking for a career opportunity rather than just another job, consider linking your future to ours.
We are looking for experienced people in the following areas:

- Environmental Care Inc.
  Landscape Management

- Arbor Care
  Commercial and Industrial Arborist

- Interiorscape Division
  Interior Landscape Maintenance and Installation

Please check your area of interest and the geographical area where you would most like to be located:

- Los Angeles
- East Bay
- Inland Empire
- Sacramento
- Santa Ana
- San Diego
- San Jose
- Colorado Springs
- Denver
- Phoenix
- Houston

Send resume to:

Environmental Care Inc
Landscape Maintenance Services
A subsidiary of environmental industries, Inc.
Personnel Department
24121 Ventura Boulevard
Calabasas, CA 91302
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